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PREFACE. 

Thls project report is an account of the author's on-the-job 

_xpe:dence obtained at the PACMISTESTCEN (Pacific Missile Test Center) 

l;hile participating in the TP (Technical Professional) program which 
I . 

t
as conducted by CSUN (California State University at Northridge). 

P program is a one-year program designed to allow qualified civil 

The 

service employees to obtain a Masters Degree in Science while working 

and going to school at the PACMISTESTCEN. The TP is a student and 

orker taking part in an extension program where he spends 20 hours in 

class and an equivalent 20 hours a week in a CSUN approved job assign-

tent. 
land properly documented, it fulfills 

The job assignment is chosen so that when it has been completed 

the graduate project requirements 

!for a Masters Degree in Science. 

I 
My job assignment was to assist in the test dnd evaluation of the 

ICAIR III (Countermeasures Airborne Infrared III). 

I 
I 
I CAIR III represents l 

l 
the most recent advance in Naval IR (infrared) countermeasures develop- I 

ment and for this reason the data obtained from the tests and any con- I 
elusions pertaining to the effectiveness of the jannuer cannot be pre-

sented since this information is confidential in nature. It is also 

important to note that due to the complexity and importance of the 

project, the author could not assun:e full responsibility for all phases 

of the test and evaluation. For this reason, the project received the 

full attention of a senior project engineer and the author assisted 

and assumed full responsibility whenever possible. 

The author is particularly indebted to Mr. L. S. Marquardt because 

he was the one who brought my attention to the TP program. I would 

like to thank the Missile Targets Branch of the TI1reat Simulation j 
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epartmcnt for allowing me to leave my responsibilities and co~~itment~ 

there on extremely short notice in order to further my education. Morel 

pecifically, I would like to express my appreciation to Mr. L. J. Szotl 

the Missile Targets Branch Head, and Mr. W. M. Horton, the Missile 

argets Engineering Branch Head, for making my transition to the TP pro1 

ram so easy. I would like to thank Mr. D. E. Papcke, my supervisor 

head of the Infrared Systems Branch of the Laboratory Depart-
! 

ent, for proposing the CAIR III job assignment I worked on. I want to! 

ivO my general thanks to the employees of the Infrared Systems Branch I 
their help, with special recognition to Mr. J. L. Rothgeb who was I 

the CAIR III project engir..eer and my technical advisor. Next, I want 1 

to express by appreciation to Dr. E. S. Gillespe who was my CSUN I 
I 

dvisor and who helped me organize and publish my project report. I 

inally, I cannot forget to expTess my gratitude to my wife and two 

children, not so much for their help but for their patience and under-

standing during the entire TP program. 
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ABSTRACT 

TEST AND EVALUATION OF A..~ INFRARED J.A}-:}fER 

by 

Michael Edward Laub 

Master of Science in Engineering 

May 1975 

CAIR III (Countermeasures Airborne Infrared III) is an IR (infra- · 

I 
red) countermeasures system which is designed to protect the F-4 Phanto~ 

documents I
I jet from attack by IR seeking missiles. This project report 

the test and evaluation of the CAIR III countermeasures system conductel 

I 
at PACMISTESTCEN (Pacific Missile Test Center), Point Mugu, California.,. 

A brief history and description of the CAIR systems is included. 

Emphasis is placed en the ground and airborne tests. The discussion of! 
I 

these tests covers an operational description of the equipment employedj 

a description of how the test was conducted, and an indication of the 

1 type of data obtained from the tests. 1 Also presented is a proposed 

CAIR III evaluation criteria. 

The data obtained from these tests are confidential and therefore are 
not presented. ------
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INTRODUCTION 

The development of IR (infrared) missiles has increased the sus-

ceptibility of aircraft to attack by heat sensitive missiles. As a 

result, IR jammers have been developed to protect aircraft against 

ttack by air-to-air and surface-to-air missiles employing seekers 

oraing on IR radiation. More specifically, CAIR (Countermeasures Air"" -- -

orne Infrared) systems have evolved from efforts by the U.S. Navy to 

rotect aircraft from attack by IR missiles. The CAIR systems are 

designed to be able to operate continuously throughout the entire flighl 

and also to be able to function with little if any maintenance between I 
successive flights. 

The CAIR I is the first jammer developed by the Navy and is the 

only Naval jammer in production. This jammer is contained in a pod 

which is seven feet eight inches in.length, 10 inches in diameter and 

weighs 305 pounds. During operation, the CAIR I jammer is normally 

ounted on the wing station of the aircraft t.'b be protected. The nee-

indicator lights verify what operating mode the jammer is in. 

CAIR II is a second generation IR jammer developed by the Navy. 

Like CAIR I, the CAIR II jammer is normally mourtted on the designated 

aircraft wing station. The CAIR II is contained in a cylindrical-shape 

pod which is four· feet in length, 14 inches in diameter and has an 

initial operating weight of 174 pounds. The forward section of the pod 
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s a nose cone fuel tank which has the capacity to carry seven gallons 

f JP-4 or JP-5 fuel. The IR source consi<sts of a ceramic cavity which 

combustion of nose cone fuel with ambient air. The neces-

combustion and cooling is provided by an air intake inlet 

unted on the side of the pod. Jamming is produced by mechanically 

adulating the heated ceramic source. CAIR II is controlled and mon-

ftored from the cockpit in a manner similar to the CAIR I jammer. 

I CAIR III is the most recent countermeasure system developed by the 

tavy. This jammer is designed to protect the F-4 Phantom jet from 

~ttack by IR seeking missiles. For this program, the Navy funded two 

I 
rontractors to St~parately develop CAIR III jammers which would fulfill 

/certain jamming requirements. Each contractor also had the responsi-
i 
~ility to design and fabricate a modified F-4 drag chute door to house 

!their proposed jammer. A structual analysis indicated that a maximum 
I 

1combined jammer and modified paradoor weight of 50 pounds could not be 

exceeded if the drag chute system was to perform its normal function I 

ithout any aircraft modifications. Size limitations were automaticallJ 

imposed on the CAIR III jammer by specifying its design be such that it 

interface with the existing F-4 aircraft on a non-interference basis. 

To satisfy the weight and size constraints, the CAIR III had to be 

smaller in size and lighter in weight than any of the previous CAIR 

systems. The F-4 aircraft supplies the electrical power required for 

system operation. Jamming is produced by mechanically modulating an 

electrically heated IR source. The jammer is controlled and monitored 

from the cockpit of the F-4 CAIR III enhanced aircraft. Prior to its 

!delivery to 

~luation, 
PACMISTESTCEN (Pacific Missile Test Center) for test and 

jammers from each contractor would be subjected to 
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nvironniental tests to determine if they were capable of surviving in 

the F-4 flight envelope • · 

Ground and airborne tests were conducted at the PACMISTESTCEN. 

Ground tests were composed of radiometric and rate table tests. Radi-

ometric tests were conducted in order to determine the IR characteris-

tics of the CAIR III countermeasures system. The jammer's effects on 

actual IR missiles seekers were determined from rate table tests. 

rhome tests consisted of ATIMS (Airborne Turret Infrared Measurement 

System) and SIP (Special Instrumentation Pod) tests. ATIMS tests were 

'conducted to collect data on the IR outputs of the F-4 aircraft and 

CAIR III jammer. SIP tests were employed to determine the effects of 

the jammer on missile seekers in a realistic operational environment. 
I 

lA discussion of these tests is presented as well as a proposed CAIR 
i 
!III evaluation criteria. 

I 
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------------~---

GROUND TESTS 
---, 

Ground tests were· the first .tests conducted on the CAIR III system 

hese test~ consisted of radiometric and rate table measurements. Radi 

metric tests were conducted in order to determine the IR output charac 

teristics of the jarr~er as a function of aspect angle and also as a 

function of elevation angle. Rate table tests were used to establish 

teristics of various IR jammers. 

Radiometric measurements involved the determination of the peak ac 

(peak modulated IR output), de (constant IR output) and IR waveform 

characteristics of the countermeasures system. The ac measurements 

were made to find out what the maximum modulated IR output of the 

jammer was as a function of aspect angle. These peak IR intensity 

measurements were used to make plots of the radiant intensity of the 

jammer measured in watts/steradian versus aspect angle measured in 

degrees. Another measurement of importance was the de output of the 

jammer. This measurement indicated the constant IR output of the 

jammer as a function of aspect angle. The de output measurements are 

important because a constant IR output adds to the strength of the 

signal that can be tracked by a threat missile. A record of the IR 

output waveform of the jammer as a function of aspect angle was also 

made. Such a record is an important factor in determining the jamn1ing 

characteristics of a countermeasures system. The waveform shape, depth 

of modulation and frequency are important and, therefore, should be 
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or..itored. These data were obtained by photographing the jamming wave-

form recreated on the face of an oscilloscope. 

To make the peak ac, de and waveform measurements, the radiometer 

CAIR III jammer were arranged as shown in Figure 1. Data were 

amming waveform frequency. For this reason, frequency measurements of 

the IR waveform were recorded to insure that the desired operatin 

frequencies were obtained and maintained. During the radiometric tests~ 
power required to operate the jammer was also measured and 

The radiometer used to make the measurements was designed at the 

ACMISTESTCEN. Figure 2 shows a functional diagram of this radiometer. 

ince this radiometer design is unique to the PACMISTESTCEN, it is felt 

hat some discussion of how the system operates would be worthwhile. 

e initial step in conducting the radiometric tests was to insure that 

calibration curves of irradiance versus the IR reference source 



input voltage were correct. A 1,000°C blackbody was u~ed to check the 

calibrati.on curves-. Once- the calibration curves had been updated, the 

easurements could commence. An oscilloscope was attached to the 

adiometer's output so that the output. from the IR source could be 

The radiometer was designed so that a voltage signal pro-

ortional.to theIR energy which strikes the lead selenide detector 

c.ould be monitored via the radiometer's coaxial output connector. To 

~ke the peak and constant output IR measurements of the CAIR III 

system, the chopper blade, shown in Figure 2, was activated. When 

t
ctivated, the chopper blade alternately allows the IR radiation ~rom 

he source to be measured and the calibrated IR reference source to 

'

reach the IR detector located inside the radiometer. The chopped wave

form appeared on the oscilloscope. The IR output of the calibrated 

! 
reference source was adju~ted until its output equaled the peak output 

I 
of the jammer. The voltage level of the reference source was recorded 

and the corresponding irradiance was determined from the calibration 

curves of irradiance versus the IR reference source input voltage. The 

constant output was determined by an adjustment of the reference source 

input voltage until its IR output was equal to the CAIR III output at 

its maximum depto of modulation. The reference source lamp voltage was 

then recorded and the irradiance was found from the same calibration 

curves used to determine the peak IR values. The chopper blade was 

then deactivated and positioned so that the output from the jammer 

could reach the IR detector. A photographic record was then made of 

the waveform which was displayed on the oscilloscope. 

The next tests conducted on the CAIR III countermeasures system 

were the rate table measurements. The rate table was designed and 
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~fabricated by the PACMISTESTCEN. This apparatus was used to study the 

ffects of IR janwing on various IR missile seekers. The tracking rate 

imitations of missile seekers can be investigated with or without 

amming. To perform the tests, an'IR missile seeker was secured to a 

f
oveable platform on the rate table test stand. This platform is 

otated by a motor driven system with angular rate feedback information 

o that accurate rates can be obtained and maintained. The rate table 

~s a. two-mirror optical system which when adjusted properly centers th 

~ocat~on of the remotely located infrared source at the axis of rota-

[

' ion of the rate table platform (see Figure 3) • This optical arrange

ent makes it possible for a missile seeker to continually track an 

liR source as the seeker rotates. In this way, the mechanical tracking 

fate produces the same effect on the missile seeker as would be produce1 

lif the missile seeker was actually tracking a target moving at constant I 
~ngular rate. The missile seeker was electrically activated and its 

1

, 
l . 

t
l utput was monitored using an electrical harness which was connected to 

t~e missile seeker by way of a specially designed slip ring. This slip 

~ng is a high-quality low-noise assembly designed so as not to alter 

the signals originating from or going to the missile seeker. The 

I 
ngular rate of the system can be adjusted from 1/1,000 to 1,000 degree~ 

er second with an accuracy of 1/10 percent of the selected rate. The 

ssile seeker secured to the moveable table top platform monitored the 

ombined output of the jammer and a variable intensity IR source. The 

ngular rotation of the rate table was increased until the missile 

could no longer track the combined IR signal. Maximum missile 

tracking rates were found for the jammer without an IR source 

nd for an IR source without any jamming. The J/S (Jamming/Signal) 
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ratio and rate were recorded when missile break track occurred. The 1 

output of the variable IR source was adji:lsted to some new level-and 

the maximum tracking rate of the missile seeker was again determined 

~.nd recorded. The variable source·was readjusted. New readings were 

taken for several different IR source levels. The data obtained from 

these tests were used to make plots of J/S ratio versus maximum missile 

tracking rate measured in degrees per second. 
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Figure 1. Test configuration used to make the radiometric measurements. 
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AIRBORNE TESTS 

Airborne tests were conducted in order to assess the CAIR III 

countermeasure's performance under actual environmental conditions. 

ere were two types of airborne tests. First ATIMS tests were per-

ATIMS tests were used to obtain airborne radiometric measure-

the CAIR III configured F-4 aircraft. Second SIP tests were 

conducted. SIP measurements were made in order to determine the·effect 

·of the CAIR III jammer on missile seekers operating ir. an airborne 

environment. These two airborne tests s.upply the evaluator with the 

same kind of information that was obtained in the ground tests. An 

!added benefit of the airborne tests was the collection of data on how 

I 
jthe CAIR III system performs during actual flight conditions. 

I The ATIMS system was used to record the IR output of the F-4 air-

icraft and CAIR III jammer. 
i 

For these tests, the CAIR III configured 
i 
!aircraft performed two basic flight maneuvers. Figure 4 is 
I 

a pictorial! 

the ATIMS I 
I 

representation of these two maneuvers. In Flight Profile I 

configured A-3 aircraft flies a straight and level profile. In the 

same horizontal plane, the CAIR III configured F-4 aircraft approaches 

from behind and overtakes the ATIMS aircraft. The CAIR III configured 

F-4 aircraft begins a 90° flat, zero bank angle, starboard turn just as 

it overtakes the ATIMS aircraft. The ATIMS aircraft records IR data on 

the CAIR III aircraft just previous to the point of overtake until the 

completion of the 90° flat turn. Flight Profile I ideally produces IR 

recordings of the F-4 aircraft and CAIR III jammer as a function of 

'aspect angle with a zero degree elevation angle. Data were taken for 

j90° port and starboard flat turns. In Flight Profile II, the ATIMS con

~gured A-3 aircraft flies a straight and level profile. Once again 

12 



the CAIR III configured F-4 aircraft approaches from behind -and over- 1 
takes the ATIMS configured aircraft. At the point of overtake-the F-4 

configured CAIR III does a starboard 90° snap roll and at the same time 

(begins a 90° starboard turn. 1'hroughout the maneuver the pilot of the 

I I r-4 tries to keep his aircraft in the same horizontal plane as the ATIM~ 

aircraft. As before the ATIMS aircraft begins recording r!ata of the I 
ICAIR -III configured F-4 aircraft just before the point of overtake and I 

been Complet:-o.l. continues to record data tmtil the 90° starboard turn has ~ 

I 
1
Ideally the ATIMS record of Flight Profile II will produce IR measure- f 

J

j 
Data were taken for 90° snap 

ents of the F-4 c'iircraft and CAIR III jammer: as a function of eleva-

tion angle for zero degree aspect angle. 

roll maneuvers for both port and starboard turns. 

I' The ATIMS system requires two operators (see Figure 5). Initially 

:I 
!the acquisition operator locates the target. In this case the target J 

jWas the CAIR III configured aircraft. The acquisition operator follows] 

l
ithe target until the tracking operators takes over. 1'he tracking oper-~ 
ator follows the target with much more precision than the acquisition ,, 

!operator. This precision is required in order to make the IR measure-

ents. The acquisition and tracking operatorsboth view theIR target 

from their own video monitor. When the tracking mirror is aligned 

properly, the image of the target is reflected onto a beam splitter~ 

visible signal is directed to a TV camera and the output from this 

camera supplies the video required by the acquisition and tracking 

operators. Visible information is also directed to the lens of a film 

camera. The !R signal is directed to a radiometer spectrometer. T.o 
·;1 

collect data, the IR target is acquired and tracked by the two opera~.,.:>lr~. 
l 

'i 
en IR recordings are desired, the film camera and 14-track reco~:der _1 

13 



are simultaneously activated. Timing information is fed to and recorde 

by the film camera and 14-track recorder. This is so that the visible 

IR records can be correlated during data reduction. 

'i'o reduce the data it was necessary to get information from the 

film and 14-track reco:n!ings. First the fil::n 'iTaS reviewed and ii1divid-

ual film frames ware chosen as data points. The film was then sent to 

the PDAS (Photo Data Analysis System.) group. The. PDAS system vlaS used 

to obtain range, aspects, and- elevation- information -from the selected __ 

ATIMS film frames. The corresponding IR measurements for these film 

frames were then located on the 14-track recording. The 14-track 

recording was then used to determine the IR outputs of the CAIR III 
I 

jammer and F-4 aircraft in watts per steradian. The J/S ratio was also! 

determined from the 14-track recordings. The red11ced ATIMS data pro-

vided information on the IR output of the CAIR III countermeasures 

system, the F-4 aircraft and the J/S ratio of the CAIR III configured 

F-4 for specific aspect and elevation angles. 

The SIP was used to determine what effect the CAIR III jaa~er had 

on actual missile seekers. Figure 6 is a functional diagram of the SIP 

To make the measurements, the SIP configured aircraft followed the CAIR1 
l 

III configured F-4 aircraft. Ideally, both aircraft remained in the 

same horizontal plane. The pilot of the SIP configured aircraft posi-

tioned the CAIR III configured aircraft in the center of his TV monitor 

and attempted to maintain this position during the data recording seg-

ments of flight. The TV monitor and seeker were boresighted to have 

the same field of view when the seeker was in the caged position. Cros.-

hairs, indicating the seeker head position, were electronically super-

imposed on the TV monitor (see Figure 6). At selected times throughout 

14 
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~.e flight the· seeker was uncaged and a tracking rate signal. wa.s~ :in:-:-~-· 

6ected into the precessio·n amplifiers of the seeker~ Figure 7 is a 
l 
block diagram of the PACHISTESTCEN designed tracking -ra~e~-s-imulator and 

a typical IR seeker. The inject tracking r.::.te produced the same effect 

as would be produced if the seeker was actually tracking a target movin 

at a constantly changing angular rate. The injected tracking rate was .. 

Futomatically increased in discrete steps to some predetermined value. 

Ti:~e value of the maxiii!.um injected tracking rate was determined based on 

to record the video displayed by the SIP's video monLtor (see Figure 6) 

The information from the two recorders was used to dete:rmine the effect.J 

I 
Data runs were alsq 

I 
of the CAIR III system on selected missile seekers. 

made without the jammer operating. Thus, a comparison of the missile ! 

seekers tracking performance with and without jamming we:1s possible. 

During all airborne tests, various environmental and system param-

eters were monitored. Accelerometers were used to determine wha~ 

accelerations were encountered during flight. Two temperature sensors 

were used to monitor the temperatures of the CAIR III jammer. Two 

temperature sensors were used to monitor temperatures inside the F-4 

aircraft's drag chute compartment. The frequency and mode of operation 

of the jammer were also monitored. This information revealed the en-

vironmental conditions the system encountered as well as how the system 

operated under these conditions. 

1.5 -
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TAbLE I 

CAIR III Evaluation Criteria 

Fractional 
llcdghting Factor 

· _ _{_S_ubgro';!P.l__ 

1.0 Contractor Performance 

1.1 Reports 0.0250 

l. 2 Delivery SchedLle 0.0250 

1.3 Environmental Tests 0.0250 

1.4 Overall Effort 0.0250 

2.0 Performance Characteritics 

2.1 RadianL Output Pattern (J/S) 0.1800 

2.2 Reduction of Missile Tracking 
Rate 0.1200 

2.3 Countermeasures Versatility 0.0600 

2.4 Depth of Modulation 0.0400 

3.0 Physical Characteristics 

3.1 Aircraft Modifications 
Necessary for Installation 0.1000 

3.2 Weight 0.0500 

3.3 Size 0.0500 

3.4 Power Requirements 0.0500 

.o Reliability and Maintainability 

4.1 Time to Repair 0.0625 

4.2 Time between Failures 0.0625 

4.3 Routine Maintenance 0.0625 

4.4 Supportability and Systems 
Handling 0.0625 

TOTAL 1.0000 

Fractional 
Weighting Factor 

(Group) 

0.10 

0.40 

0.25 

0.25 

1.00 



p--1.-;R-I II E_v_a_l_u_a_t_i~-n-C_r_i_t_e_r-ia l 
11. 0 Ccp. tractor Performance ( Fr ac ti_o_n-"-a-'l.;.;....W_~e-'-._i .... gh_t_i_n .... g"---'F ..... a..,_c:...t=-o_r;;_T_h0=-1-'-~ s;::;l.:..OL..s) ub group 

1 1.1 Reports (Fractional vleighting Factor 0.0250) 

refers to the quality of communication between the contractor and the 

testing agency. The category refers to both verbal and written reports 

1.2 Delivery Schedule (Fractional Weighting Factor 0.0250) 

·-:-or:.:tally when a contract is awarded· to a company, the contract specifie 
. I 

an expected delivery date or dates. This category evaluates how well 

1the contractor meets his commitments. I 
1.3 Environmental Tests (Fractional Weighting Factor 0.0250) The! 

considerations. I 
meets the enviroJ~ 

' I 
lco~tractor has.to fulfill certain environmental ~esign 

jTh:ts category J.s concerned with hovl well the equ1pment: 

I 
'mental requirements, which really reflects the quality and quantity of 

!the test. The ability of the equipment to operate in the actual air

' 

I. 

borne environment will be displayed in the ratings 

(Performance Characteristics) and 4.0 (Reliability 

awarded to group 2.0 

and Maintainability)J 

This is I 1.4 Overall Effort (Fractional \\Teighting Factor 0. 0250) 

a general performance category. Items that should be considered in thi 

subgroup could be the quality of the contractor's field service, con-

tractor interest in his equipment and its performance, attitude in 

meeting contractual requirements, etc. 

2.0 Performance Characteristics (Fractional Weighting Factor 0.40) 

2.1 Radiant Output Pattern (J/S) (Fractional Weighting Factor 

0.1800) This subgroup has the largest possible weighting factor in the 

entire evaluation criteria. The category reflects the theoretical 

effectiveness of the infrared jammer. Data obtained from ground and 

airborne radiometric measurements will be used to determine whether or 
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acceptable radiant output pa.tterns have been established. Acce~t="l 

ble radiant output patterns have been defined by computer simulations, 

revious countermeasures evaluations and theoretical expectations. 

2.2 Reduction of Missile Tracking Rate (Fractional Weighting 

actor 0.1200) This subgroup indicates how the IR jammer effects 

of differer..t missile seekers. Assignment of this 

eighting factor is bc:.sed on ground and airborne IR jamming tests that 

,ere conducted against various missile seekers. 

2.3 Countermeasures Versatility (Fractional Weighting Factor 

0.0600) This category is concerned with assessing how easily the 

jammer can be adapted to meet ne\v and differerLt design objectives. 

2.4 Depth of Modulation (Fractional Weighting Factor 0.0400) 

The jammer consists of a modulated IR source. If the jammer by itself 

l
h~s a constant 

a:;.rcraft to be 

IR output, this output adds to the radiant output of the 1 

protected. The larger the depth of modulation, the 

smaller the IR target appears. The effects of the depth of modulation 

on the jammer will also be reflected in subgroup 2.1 (Radiant Output 

Pattern (J/S)) and 2.2 (Reduction of Missile Tracking Rate). 

3.0 Physical Characteristics (Fractional Weighting Factor 0.25) 

3.1 Aircraft Modification Necessary for Installation (Fractional 

t-leighting Factor 0 .1000) This category has the third largest possible 

weighting factor. 1bis subgroup has a high weighting factor because 

modifications are time consuming and documentation and labor cost 

required to modify aircraft are extremely high. The closer the assign-

ment is to 0.1000 the fewer modifications required to the aircraft. 

3.2 Weight ·(Fractional Weight.ing Factor 0.0500) Weight is an 

important consideration because added weight reduces the aerodynamic 

2.3 



~;a~ilities and payload capacity of the aircraft. Yne maximum wei~ 

lof the CAIR III has already been limited sfnce the jatr.mer locatio!l has 

een restricted to th-e paradoor of an F:....4. Also, after installation of! 
i 

I 

the jammer, the paradoor must be capable of normal operation. 

Size (Fractional Vleighting Factor 0.0500) 3.3 Size has been 
I 

extremely confined since the jammer must fit in a modifie.d F-4 paradoorj 

The modified parado1:n· is also required tC' fulfill the original opera-

tional requirements of a standa·rd F-4 paradoor. 

3.4 Power Requirements (Fractional Weighting Factor 0.0500) 

There are limitations on the amount of power that can be supplied by 

the F-4 aircraft and since the jammer depends totally on the aircraft 

I 
I 

! 
I 
I 
! 

I 
; 

! 

I 
I 

'power for its operation, it has to comply to these limitations. 

14.0 Reliability and Maintainability (Fractional_Weighting Factor 
I 

0. 25) ! 
I 

' 
4.1 Time to Repair (Fractional Weighting Factor 0.0625) During 

I 
• I the test and evaluation of the jammer, records will be kept of the t1me1 

I 

This i.n- i 
i 

to make any repairs (see Maintenance Action Form, Table II). 

formation will be used to determine what fraction of the epossible 0. 062~ 

I 
weighting factor will be awarded to each contractor. 

4. 2 Time Between Failures (Fractional \veighting Factor 0. 0625) I 

The information recorded on the Maintenance Action Forms, Table II, will 

also be used to determine the time between failures. These data will i 
then be used to make weighting factor assignments. 

4.3 Routine Maintenance (Fractional Weighting Factor 0.0625) 

This category refers to the work that is required to be done on the 

jammer on a regular schedule, such as before or after each operation. 

4.4 Supportability and Systems Handling (Fractional Weighting 

Factor 0.0625) This subgroup refers to any problems that are due to 
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t
ecial supply considerations, jammer installatiou and removal diffi

ulties and/or the need for any special equipment required ~o handle or 

aintain the system or systems. 
I 
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TABLE II 

Maintenance Action Form 

Date 

System Name/No. 

Contractor 

Unit No./Serial No. -------------------------

jTime (Lapse Time Meter Reading 

I 
1Fault: 

How Detected: 

Reuoval Time: 

Unit Installation Time: 

Fault Isolation Time: 

Repair Time (Excluding Administration Time, Parts Chasing, etc.): 

Parts Replaced: 

Support Equipment Required: 

Comments: 

Name 
~----------------------~----



CONCLUSION~ - . I 
The tests described herein have been. implemented and the results·· I 

snow good correlation between the data, obtained from the ground tests I 
i 

and the airborne tests. Sufficientdata have been acquired to identlfyj 

ardware deficiencies and to determine the countermeasures effectivity. I 
Of course, there is a continual process of improving and updating the 

present tests, as well as designing and/or employing new tests. The 

in objective is to utilize tests which are ec>.sily accomplished, 

accurate, require as little time as possible to conduct and lend them-

selves to accurate and rapid data reduction. 
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